WW Newsletter #107:
Highlighting a new generation of leaders in SWI
Pete Bowers, May 19, 2022

Headlines
• Upcoming SWI Workshops (see panel at right)
• Highlighting a new generation of leaders in SWI
• Tales of SWI with younger and older students:
- A mom, new to SWI, tells the story of introducing this new
understanding to her 16-year old dyslexic son
- SWI in the earliest years (Revisiting WW Newsletter #95
SWI in the early years)
• Scienti c inquiry includes con rming and revising
understanding with evidence:
- Revision of my thinking re “orthographic markers”
- Revision of wording of my “4 Questions of SWI”
- Morphological instruction and SWI in the research (links
and info on recent articles on SWI by me and others)

Details
Upcoming Workshops
I’ve been delighted with the learning in my on-line courses and
free weekly “SWI Digital Drop In” on Zoom. My last Newsletter
shared many inspiring stories of this learning. The upcoming
Nueva Institute, however, is a special learning opportunity.
Click HERE for a document with a detailed description of this
course and the various study options.
This institute has the luxury of more time than most of my
workshops. With the support of the amazing tech sta and
resources at Nueva, this course is recorded and made
available for viewing each night. This allows people from any
time zone to take part. We also make the videos available for
participants to review for a week or two after the institute. My
independent courses are not recorded. The biggest bonus of
this institute, however, is the amazing guest presenters. And
that segues nicely to the next topic.

Upcoming on-line SWI Workshops
with Pete
For all courses except the Nueva Institute, email me
<peterbowers1@mac.com> to register.
Descriptions of my on-line courses are HERE. If there is one
you want to take, see if you can find a colleague or two
interested in the same course and email me to find a time that
works for you and me. I then advertise for others to join.
9th Annual Nueva SWI Institute with Pete Bowers &
Rebecca Loveless (on-line)
June 20–June 24, 2022 (10 am - 4 pm PST; 1pm - 7pm EST)
3-day Introduction only (Mon-Wed)
3-day Advanced only (Wed-Friday)
5-day Full SWI (Mon-Friday) Institute for novices or experts
Each session is recorded and the video made available daily
so that people from any time zone can join.
Click HERE for a detailed description and course options.
Click HERE to register.
5-Session General SWI Course with Pete (1.5 hrs ea.)
Wednesdays June 29 (skip a week) July 13, 20, 27, (skip a
week), August 10.
North Am: 1:00 pm - 2:30 pm (EST)
10:00 am - 11:30 am (PST)
Europe:
6:00 pm - 7:30 pm (London)
Click HERE for a flyer with details.
Email <peterbowers1@mac.com> to register
Free Weekly SWI Digital Drop In Mondays at 5pm EST
(Continuing indefinitely)
See details and Zoom link HERE
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• Highlighting a new generation of leaders in SWI

A number of events have highlighted the ever-growing number
of people who have moved from being early learners of SWI
into expert leaders. I use this Newsletter to highlight just some
rich examples of this healthy growth. The upcoming Nueva
SWI Institute provides just one rich example to consider.
9th Annual Nueva SWI Institute June 20–June 24, 2022
For the rst years of this institute, I was the sole presenter in
this annual event. While I am still the lead organizer and main
presenter, for years now this institute has evolved into one that
also o ers a platform for others to share their learning and
experiences teaching in classroom and tutoring contexts. It is
worth noting that it was not that long ago that some of these
presenters were brand new to this understanding.
As usual there are a number of special guest presenters, but
Rebecca Loveless has become my main collaborator in
planning and co-presenting these institutes. Rebecca was an
eager participant in my rst Nueva workshops and institutes.
She took over my role of SWI Coach at Nueva after my tenure
in 2015-2016. Gail Venable was the rst to establish that role
at Nueva. Gail’s success sparked Nueva to invite me to be a
visiting scholar “SWI Coach” as a full time role when she
retired. Most readers will know about Rebecca’s excellent
resources and courses from her website.
Given what Rebecca is doing now, it is so great to look back
the image of her
in her Grade 1
class at Nueva in
2013 the day after
after her rst SWI
workshop with
me. This is from
the “historical
document” of my
69th WW
Newsletter!

For years now, Nueva teachers and other special guests have
been key to this workshop. See the detailed description of this
year’s Institute with special guests such as Carolee Fucigna, a
retired Nueva preschool
teacher.
See the well-known video of
Carolee teaching her preschoolers about the “rain
family” and this video as she
walks me through her
classroom.
Although Carolee was extremely skeptical about “spelling
instruction” in preschool when I rst arrived at Nueva, she and
her colleagues dove in over years and developed so many
great ways to explore orthography with young children. I love
Carolee’s observation that we can take pre-schoolers out to
study the characteristics of rocks and plants like scientists,
why not take out oral and written words and study their
characteristics as well? Carolee has presented at the SWI
Institute for years now. We make sure she presents on
Wednesdays so that those everyone (intro and advanced
groups) gets to take part in her presentation.
We also have Gail Venable and Sue Hegland presenting this
year in connection to their excellent new books that are
helping so many deepen their understanding of SWI. We have
planned ways to incorporate orthographic investigations we
will guide participants through that will highlight words and
concepts addressed in their books. And we are lucky to have
Douglas Harper, author of Etymonline presenting again. Gail,
Sue and Douglas present on Thursday and Friday since
people need some background before we dive into the topics
they will present.
Also, on Thursdays 7pm EST a FB “Book Club” meets to
discuss Gail’s book. It will still go on for a few weeks. See
information here:
Zoom link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83999488671
Meeting ID: 839 9948 8671 Passcode: 47768
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It is inspiring to see how many people who started to work
with Real Spelling and SWI around a decade ago have
become such rich leaders in supporting this learning.
Fiona Hamilton, and the Word Torque Conference
Many of you will have
attended or contributed to
the on-line “Word Inquiry in
Action” conference (March
21 - April 17) hosted by
Fiona Hamilton of Word
Torque.
Just consider the range of schools/locations representing
sources of these presentations in the list below.

If you don’t know the Word Torque website, you should
explore now! Her posts and videos are so rich. I also highly
recommend her “Engage with the Page” series of videos.
Fiona and a team of teachers provide great ideas for building
orthographic lessons from great literature. She also does
brilliant PD with schools.
Until the pandemic, Fiona and I ran annual SWI workshops in
Bangkok together. I learned much from that collaboration. Her
recent on-line conference was an amazing way for educators
across the world to share their SWI understanding and
practice. There were a number of long-time experts
presenting, but also many teachers fairly new to this work.
Many presenters in this conference were taking their rst stab
at presenting on SWI. How many of them will become leaders
like Rebecca and so many others in the coming years?
The High Frequency Word Project (New resource from
Fiona Hamilton and Rebecca Loveless)
Rebecca and Fiona have now
teamed up to create an exciting new
reference to help teachers make
sense of how our spelling system
works. It will provide guidance for
explaining and teaching about the
orthography of every-day words we
want kids to know from the start. As
they explain on the landing page for their project:
“The hfw Project consists of a teacher guidebook
containing background information about high
frequency words and English orthography, along with
a teaching plan for implementation. Additionally, there
are student study booklets that provide a place for
children to engage in repeated practice reading and
writing each word while consolidating their
understanding.”
Click the landing page for more information, including a link
for a free sample. Order your copy now!
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Aishwarya M (Teaching Tenets)
On a visit to one of the SWI based
Facebook Groups I followed a link to
a post on a website by Aishwarya on
“homophony and heterography.” It is
spectacular.

Click here to see Marie’s video
investigating the spelling,
meaning and pronunciation of
the word “know.”

Aishwarya has studied with Gina Cooke at LEX and in my
courses. She has used that learning to inform the amazing
presentation of her understanding at her website. I highly
recommend that you follow this link to her wonderful post “A
guide to Homophony and Heterography”.

These are just a small sampling of the growing community of
people who have started to take a lead role in building
orthographic understanding and literacy instruction through
SWI. It is so satisfying to see a new generation of leaders
bring this understanding alive in their own ways.

• Tales of SWI with younger and older students
- A tale of SWI learning with a 16-year old dyslexic
It is common for questions about SWI in early literacy
instruction to attract the greatest attention and controversy in
the research and social networks. While this is an important
area of study, this focus can result in our ignoring the
importance of this work for older students—especially those
who are still struggling.
Marie Foley: Making Sense of English
Marie is a wonderful literacy instructor in Toronto who
specializes in SWI. She rst encountered this work through
Liisa Freure at Fundamental Learning. Inspired by Liisa, she
came to my summer course and has studied ever since with
myself and others. (Liisa’s introduction to SWI was through a
previous one of my summer courses!) Recently Marie started
to produce elegant videos explaining orthographic concepts
that are just captivating. She has kindly allowed me to share
THIS LINK to one of her videos on the <know> family. Marie
frequently posts visuals on her facebook page “Making Sense
of English Through Scienti c Inquiry.” You can also follow
Marie’s work on instagram and see her website Marie Foley
Reading.

A while ago, I happened across a Facebook post by a mom
new to SWI who described an inspiring story of her rst
attempts to use what she was learning in SWI with her 16year-old dyslexic son. I was delighted that she gave me
permission to share that post and a follow-up
correspondence.
Click HERE to see this 5-page
document with this mother’s
story. I have added some context
to unpack how this story sheds
light on why this work is so
valuable for students who have
been studying hard for years and
still nd themselves struggling.
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The line from this 16-year-old dyslexic that grabbed my
attention most was the following:
“It just makes sense, and I can gure it out
now that I know what to look for.”
Imagine having this sense about spelling for the rst after
struggling for so many years.
The topic of SWI with older students reminded me of WW
Newsletter #99. I used this one to model using any subject
area as a context for SWI. In this way, SWI can be used not
only to enrich orthographic understanding but also to deepen
understanding of the terms and concepts in any subject area.
For that this newsletter, I used a speech on the environment
by Greta Thunberg as the context and then picked many
words from that text as possible launching pads for
orthographic investigations. I provide resources to guide
investigations of those words. Some of those investigations
are appropriate for younger kids but many are intensive
investigations for older kids. Matt Berman, the webmaster of
Real Spellers liked this one so much he created an interactive
version of this one. In the screen shot below see just the rst
set of words with hot links to resources for investigating!

- SWI in the earliest years (WW Newsletter #95 SWI in the
early years) and a recent video
While it is important to
highlight SWI in older years, I
was also recently reminded of
my WW Newsletter from 2018
highlighting SWI in the early
years. That newsletter was
inspired by seeing a
classroom blog by Claire
Wasserman-Rogers who was
working co-teaching with
Carolee Fucigna in preschool at Nueva at the time.
I was delighted that we were
given permission from parents to publicly share the article with
pictures of kids working. Those images are so helpful to give
context for this work.
The newsletter includes Claire’s post, but also points to other
resources and stories of work with young children.
For a recent resources on early SWI, see
this video that I posted on my YouTube
this past March titled: “Video #2 on
Explicit instruction of GPCs in SWI from
the beginning.” I model some possible
ways of early instruction and after
address the research and related topics.

• Scienti c inquiry includes con rming and revising

understanding with evidence:
- Revision of my thinking re “orthographic markers”
For years, I taught about “orthographic markers” as spelling
structures that do not represent a phoneme in any of the
morphemes in which they are found. I knew that graphemes
can perform many functions beyond representing a phoneme,
but I worked on the assumption that by de nition one
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necessary function of a grapheme was to represent a
phoneme. For that reason I treated “orthographic markers” as
spelling structures that were necessarily distinct from
graphemes. My thinking on this has shifted.
I was rst introduced to the term “marker” by Real Spelling.
My previous understanding of “orthographic markers” was
reinforced by my reading of this passage in Venezky’s (1999)
book “The American Way of Spelling.”
Unlike a phonetic alphabet, present-day English orthography
contains both relational units and markers. Relational units
map directly on to sound. The <b> in bird, the <ch> in
much, and the <ou> in mouse are the workhorses of the
spelling-sound system. A marker is an instance of a letter
that has no pronunciation of its own; instead it marks the
pronunciation of another letter, indicates the morphemic
status of a word or preserves a graphemic pattern.

Venezky, 1999, p. 7
About 7 or 8 years ago, Gina Cooke from LEX expanded on
this understanding by showing 3-letter structures like <ugh> in
a word like “caught” or “though” did not represent a phoneme
in any pronunciation of those bases. Critically, the phonology
of those words can be explained by the graphemes that are
left when we recognized that the <ugh> is not representing
any phoneme in those words.
<c> <a> <ugh> <t>
(With the <a> representing the vowel phoneme /ɔ/)
<th> <o> <ugh>
(With the <o> representing the vowel phoneme /oʊ/)
Words like these are typically taught (<taught>) as having
irregular spellings that don’t follow the “letter-sound”
correspondence conventions. This misunderstanding is
inevitable if we treat spelling as if “letters or letter
combinations” are always supposed to represent “sounds”
(phonemes).

Only once we know there are letters and letter combinations
that form orthographic structures which have no role in
representing a phoneme can we understand how graphemephoneme correspondences actually work in English.
For example, we don’t need to propose four-letter graphemes
<augh> or <ough> that represent the vowel phonemes in the
words like those above if we recognize,
1) the <ugh> as a structure that is not there for
pronunciation, and
2) the single-letter vowel-letter graphemes in those words
can represent the vowel those phonemes on their own.
Similarly, we don’t need to propose a <wo> digraph in <two>
or an <oe> digraph in <people> when we can explain the
phonology of these words without trying to force every letter in
these words to be there for the job of representing
pronunciation.
However, for years now, Real Spelling has rejected the use of
the term “orthographic marker” for these non-phonemerepresenting orthographic structures. I suspected that he had
good reason, but I did not understand his argument. I could
not change my teaching on the basis of a view I didn’t yet
understand. My thinking about the function of orthographic
markers made sense of many spellings that I could not
otherwise explain, so I kept going with my best working
hypothesis—with an eye out for a better understanding.
Recently other colleagues were also moving away from this
terminology, but I wasn’t convinced by their arguments either.
Gina Cooke, too, changed her thinking about “orthographic
markers” years ago. Recently, however, she presented
arguments that I did nd convincing. All the functions of these
structures still hold. Everything written about the <ugh> in
<caught> and <thought> or the <w> in <two> and the <o> in
<people> is still valid. However, our conversation helped
convince me that it was more elegant to expand my
understanding of the function of graphemes than it was to
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propose an additional orthographic structure distinct from a
grapheme. One of Gina’s arguments I found convincing was
that proposing orthographic markers as distinct from
graphemes con ated “function” and “form.”
Scienti c inquiry means revising understanding when we nd
a more elegant understanding of the evidence. I didn’t draw
any conclusions right away, but I was on my way.
In order to shift my thinking about “orthographic markers” I
had to expand my understanding of the de nition of
graphemes. That shift was supported by de nitions of
graphemes I was nding in linguistics sources as well.
I was recently pointed to a comment on a Real Spellers post I
had made about orthographic markers some time ago. Clearly
I needed to to update that post based on my new thinking!
Click HERE to see the introduction I added to that old post. I
left the text of the original post below the new introduction so
people can consider my previous and current thinking.
- Revision of wording of my “4 Questions of SWI”
In the opposite column, you can see the wording of the "4
Questions of SWI" I've been using since 2019 above a draft of
new wording for these questions I am beginning to work with.
I have revised the wording of these questions many times
since at least 2006 when I included a version in my book
“Teaching How the Written Word Works.” This shift in my
thinking about orthographic markers meant I needed to
change the last point of Question 4 in my 2019 version. But I
couldn’t just delete that point. I needed wording that accounts
for the functions I used to think were performed by
“orthographic markers.”
Since I was making one change, I took the opportunity to
make some others I’ve been thinking of for some time. I
received help from colleagues as I tested out di erent ways of
reframing these questions. Many times I thought I was closing
in on the best version only to nd reasons to radically re-work
the next draft! See the changes at right.
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While I am happy to share how my own wording for these
questions evolves with my understanding, everyone should
feel free to use their own wording if they think there is a better
way to express these ideas. And I’m happy to hear any
thoughts any of you have about the current wording.
The process of revising the wording of these questions helped
me think more carefully about the their purpose. Here are
some thoughts that guide my thinking about the “4 questions
of SWI” and this new wording.
The wording should be as brief as possible without
misleading, but also clear enough to be productive for users.
Said another way, they are not intended to “explain
everything” but they should not suggest anything that is
invalid. For example, one of my drafts mentioned “zero
allophones” explicitly, but decided this was more speci c than
I wanted to be. However, when someone studying SWI learns
about zero allophones, that concept must not violate anything
in the wording of the questions. Ideally, when someone
understands that concept, they should see how it ts in the
wording of the questions.
I would argue that the concept of “zero allophones” can be
understood to t under the rst point of question 4 both in the
2019 wording and new version:
From the 2019 versio
• Check that they (graphemes) represent a phoneme across the
morphological family

Why the new wording that is so much… wordier? I realized that the
phrase ‘morphological family’ is typically restricted to words that
share a base. That means that my previous wording did not account
for grapheme-phoneme correspondences in af xes. The new version
attempts to address that oversight. For example, the new wording
can be applied to understanding grapheme-phoneme
correspondences in the pronunciations of the <-ed> suf x in “painted”
“jumped” and “played” or pronunciations of the <re-> pre x if it is
stressed in a word like “redo” or if it is unstressed in words like
“reform” or “response.
It was third point of question 4, however, that was most important to
re-write. Here’s what I have now
• Note any phonological and non-phonological functions of the
graphemes in your word
This attempts to re ect the fact that graphemes have many functions
beyond representing phonemes in-and-of-themselves. For example,
they might have a phonological role by marking the pronunciation of
another grapheme (e.g. the nal <e> in <peace> marks the
pronunciation of the <c>) and they may have non-phonological
functions (e.g. the plural canceling function of the <e> in <please>).
The rst point under question 4 already addresses the key function of
graphemes representing phonemes. Of course graphemes can play
multiple functions at one time. For example, in the word “noticing” the
< i > grapheme in the <-ing> suf x is representing the /ɪ/ phoneme
and it is signalling the phonology of the < c > grapheme immediately
before it. And of course graphemes always have etymological stories
as well
I will be testing this wording for a while to see if I nd more need for
revision before taking off the “Draft Copy” label

In the 2022 draft version
• Study the grapheme-phoneme correspondences for the
pronunciation of the morphemes in your word and for the
pronunciations of those morphemes in other words
Both statements re ect the fact that identifying a zero allophone
requires considering pronunciations of morphemes across the
system.

Recognizing evidence that forces us to reframe our thinking
can be challenging, but mostly it is freeing. I’ve now been
working with this new understanding for a little while. So far
I’m more and more con dent about this change. Of course
any scienti c conclusion is pending further evidence, but this
new understanding de nitely represents my current working
understanding and practice.
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- Morphological instruction and SWI in the research
I have been known to express frustration about the minimal
response researchers have given to the implications of
ndings about the e ects of morphological instruction we
have had for some time now. A separate, but related issue is
the representation and misrepresentation of SWI in the
research. First, let’s consider what the current research tells us
about the e ects of morphological instruction.
There has been an explicit and implicit message from the
research for decades that morphological instruction should be
avoided for less able and younger students (e.g. Adams,
1990). However, absent empirical evidence on the e ect of
morphological instruction, this view should be presented and
received as a hypothesis that needs testing. It was not until
2010 that we had enough morphological interventions to
conduct meta-analyses to start testing this hypothesis. In the
column at right is Table 1 from the pre-print of a new article
(Bowers, 2022) on SWI. It shows ndings from reviews and
meta-analyses of the e ect of morphological instruction.
What we see in these ndings is evidence pointing in the
opposite direction of that long-held assumption. It is the
younger and less able students who gain the most from the
inclusion of morphological instruction.
These are not conclusive ndings. We need more studies
testing the e ect of morphological instruction with young and
less able students. However, the fact that all the relevant
studies point in the opposite direction of decades of
assumptions in the research should be of particular interest.
This data signals that morphology instruction with younger
and less able students is a rich, but largely untapped potential
area for improving instruction for these two key groups.

Further, falsifying previous assumptions is an opportunity to
re-evaluate how those assumptions may have misguided our
thinking in other areas. All of this is good news pointing at rich
areas for study if we choose to follow the evidence.
Moving beyond morphological instruction, I have also argued
that SWI and the use of the matrix and the word sum have
been under represented—and some cases—misrepresented in
the research. See Bowers (2021) for my most detailed account
of this issue.
It is important to understand that we have a lot of research on
morphological instruction, but very little on SWI and teaching
with matrices and words sums. SWI is about teaching the
interrelationship of morphology, etymology and phonology. So
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and my 4 questions. Far from being a ‘negative’ to publicly
share a change in my thinking, I see this as a rich way to
model the process of thinking through scienti c inquiry.
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research on morphological instruction informs SWI, but is not
the same as research directly on SWI. A useful source for a
summary of the direct instructional research we do have on
SWI is in the rst article (Bowers, 2022) addressed below. The
good news is that we are nally starting to see signs of a
change in this area is nally beginning as well. I address that
in the next section.
- Recent articles on SWI including a short one (3000 words)
intended as an accessible introduction (pre-print available)
Here are references for two recent articles related to SWI.
Both are free to download and share from hot-links provided.
Bowers, P. (2022, April 2). Structured Word Inquiry (SWI):
Literacy instruction that makes sense of English spelling for
students of all ages and abilities. https://doi.org/10.31234/
osf.io/aktzw
Ng MMR, Bowers PN, Bowers JS (2022) A promising new tool
for literacy instruction: The morphological matrix. PLoS
ONE 17(1): e0262260. https://doi.org/10.1371/
journal.pone.0262260
I pointed to these articles in my last Newsletter, but I thought it
made sense to mention them again with this context of this
theme of “changing understanding in the face of evidence.”
The rst link is for a pre-print of the article that will come out in
the Patoss Summer 2022 Bulletin, vol 35, no 1. This is a short
piece intended to provide an accessible introduction to the
theory, research and practice of SWI that I was asked to
submit along with my presentation at the annual PATOSS
conference in the UK on April 23. PATOSS is the UK
professional association for those working with learners with
speech and language de cits.
The Ng, Bowers & Bowers (2022) provides a rst comparison
of the e ect of presenting words under di erent morphological
conditions that I know of. We found that presenting words to
university students in a base-centric way (like a matrix) was
signi cantly better for memory of words compared to

presenting them in an a x-centric way. Both morphological
conditions were signi cantly more e ective for memory than a
non-morphological condition. We hope this nding will help
motivate researchers to study the e ect of instruction with the
matrix in comparison to other ways of teaching morphology.
Below are other recent papers related to the matrix and SWI
instruction. I link to the ones I have permission to share
publicly.
Murphy & Diehm (2020). Collecting Words: A Clinical Example
of Morphology-Focused Orthographic Intervention.
Language, Speech, and Hearing Services in Schools, 51,
544–560 .
The Murphy and Diehm (2020) article is in a journal for speech
and language pathologists. As the abstract notes, they report
on a “6-week morphology-focused orthographic intervention
given to children in rst through fourth grade (n = 10) who
demonstrated word-level reading and spelling di culties.”
The authors provide an excellent introduction to orthography
and teaching with matrices and word sums to understand the
spelling meaning and pronunciations of words. This is the rst
article I know of to cite the matrix other than Marcia Henry’s
(2003/2010) “Unlocking Literacy” and my published work
starting in 2010.
The full article is not available for free, but see the abstract
and more at this link.
Both of these authors/researchers studied took time to attend
intensive workshops in SWI over the years and continue to
develop their orthographic understanding. It’s very exciting to
see this understanding make the leap into universities and
research articles.
Two articles looking at SWI from a “critical literacy”
perspective.
Two other journal articles have been published on SWI coming
from the perspective of critical literacy.
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Hastings, K., & Trexler, M. (2021). Structured Word Inquiry: A
Critical Literacy Framework for Educators. Interchange, 52(2),
273-296.
This article is not available free for download, but I do highly
recommend it.
Consider this from the abstract:
…we develop a critical SWI framework that can move
students beyond basic literacy to critical literacy in two
keys ways: (1) by disrupting the traditional studenteducator power dynamics, thereby encouraging students
to claim a central role in leading literacy instruction, and
(2) by o ering a lens through which students can
interrogate aspects of the English language that have
become invisible or unquestioned through dominant
literacy instruction. Our aim is to o er a theoretical
framework that can guide educators in their own design
and revision of literacy curricula and instruction while
developing their knowledge about written English.
These researcher/authors had only encountered SWI fairly
recently before this article. The rst author, Kathryn Hastings,
wrote a wonderful re ection on how her learning with SWI
transformed her practice teaching teacher candidates that I
published in my WordWorks Newsletter #96 that you can see
here.
Haight, C. M. (2022) "Sounds, Syllables, and Spellings: The
Case for a Morphophonemic Approach to Word Learning,"
The Reading Professor: Vol. 45: Iss. 1, Article 5.
Fortunately, I was able to get permission from the editor to
share this link recent article from Christine Haight. I was
pointed to it from a colleague and was so delighted to see a
new article re ecting an understanding of the disconnect
between typical instruction and the morphophonemic nature
of English that is addressed in SWI. And like Hastings and
Trexler, they draw attention to the importance of the scienti c
inquiry in structured word inquiry through the frame of critical
literacy.

From the abstract:
This exploratory article examines some current practices
associated with systematic phonics instruction and the
challenges associated with such practices as identi ed in
the literature. Morphological instruction, having been
found to bene t students with reading and spelling
di culties, strengthens arguments in favor of
morphophonemic approaches such as Structured Word
Inquiry (SWI). SWI is presented as an instructional
approach that gives teachers and students an additional
perspective to consider in the teaching and learning of
word meanings, word reading, and spelling. SWI is
presented as a morphophonemic approach to word
analysis that reveals the logic of English spelling and its
role in the prioritization and preservation of meaning.
Viewed through the lens of critical literacy, SWI
interrogates the prioritization of phonics over meaningbased approaches as well as the power dynamics
associated with teacher-centered instruction.
SWI and the Waldorf philosophy of education
Berg & Schwartz, (2021). Sparking Curiosity Through Spelling.
Research Bulletin, 26, 72-79.
The Berg & Schwartz (2021) is in a journal from the Research
Institute for Waldorf Education. It addresses the e ect on
learning that came when Emily O’Connor brought SWI to a
Waldorf school in Portland. See Emily’s rich orthographic
resources at this link. This article provides excellent to
orthography, the use of the “4 questions” and emphasizes the
e ect on curiosity to motivate learning. As the authors note,
“Spelling is an especially rich eld of inquiry, and curiositybased spelling instruction is something we can bring to our
students with joy.” (p. 75).
It is gratifying and inspiring to start to see orthographic
understanding and use of the matrix and the word sum nally
starting to enter the research by a new generation of
researchers and authors.
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Many in reading research have less interest in this more
qualitative research. My new paper for Patoss provides a brief
summary of the quantitative SWI based papers. I would also
like to highlight the conclusion from a 2020 review of the e ect
of morphology on reading aloud across languages. This review
is by major gures in the research in a high impact journal. It is
not about SWI, but the authors draw on their data and to cite
arguments my brother Je Bowers and I have been making in
that relate directly to SWI.
Mousikou, Beyersmann, Ktori, Javourey-Drevet, Crepaldi,
Zeigler, Grainger & Schroeder, (2020) in Developmental
Science.
This is an open access journal, so if you are interested you
can nd the full article here. Consider the following section
from their conclusion:
There is general consensus that systematic phonics, that
is, explicit instruction of the relationship between letters
and sounds, is best practice for early reading instruction
in English (see Castles et al., 2018). However, as it has
been recently pointed out by Bowers and Bowers (2018),
English is a morphophonemic system that evolved to
jointly represent units of meaning (morphemes) and
phonology (phonemes). In fact, English prioritizes the
consistent spelling of morphemes over the consistent
spelling of phonemes. Accordingly, it has been suggested
that reading instruction in English should be guided by the
logic of the English writing system (Bowers & Bowers,
2017). Thus, it should be organized around morphology
and phonology rather than just phonology. Our ndings
support this idea. We found that developing readers of
English made extensive use of morphology in reading
aloud. Furthermore, we observed that good readers were
overall more sensitive to morphological structure than
poor readers. Importantly, poor readers of English often
exhibit phonological processing de cits, so these children
might bene t even more by teaching methods that focus
on optimal grain sizes of their writing system (i.e.,

morphemes), which would allow a more straightforward
mapping between print and sound, in addition to an easy
mapping between print and meaning.
We have seen a healthy, leisurely growth of orthographic
understanding in classrooms and tutoring contexts with the
help of more and more people sharing their orthographic
understanding. It seems that, increasingly, this learning is
starting to make its way into the research community too.
I am delighted to have been receiving more invitations to
present in scienti c contexts such as the recent Patoss
conference in the UK, and I am also excited to present an
invited talk and workshop for the ASHA 2022 annual
conference in New Orleans.
Summing Up
It seems to me that the current “Science of Reading”
movement is part of yet another pendulum swing of what is
often called the “reading wars” between supporters of phonics
instruction and whole language type instruction. It is worth
interrogating into reasons why there seems to be this
consistent back and forth. Instruction based on a phonics
approach provides crucial attention to grapheme-phoneme
correspondences, but it also falsely presents so many words
as “irregular” that kids have to memorize. This gives people
who favour a more “whole language” approach something to
push back against. Many who favour whole language point to
the importance of real literature and engagement that they feel
is lost in most phonics instruction. But many forms of whole
language instruction do not provide enough explicit instruction
about grapheme-phoneme correspondences. Both forms of
instruction accept the view that English spelling is a awed
system with many spelling “exceptions.” While most who
support phonics instruction also argue that some form of
morphological instruction is important, I don’t see any serious
attention in either approach to teaching the interrelation of
morphology, etymology and phonology. Both forms of
instruction continue to present many spellings as irregular.
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By contrast, people working with SWI use scienti c inquiry of
orthography with linguistic tools like the word sum and matrix
to guide their their instruction of how the written word works.
This scienti c framework resists the swinging back and forth
that we see between phonics and whole language.
It seems to me that if we let scienti c understanding of how
orthography works guide our on-going learning and practice,
we avoid pendulum swings altogether. Orthography is not a
moving target. Its conventions remain consistent regardless of
instructional choices. Once you understand the spelling of
words like “does” “sign” “rough” and many more, you can’t
un-understand them. Stories like that of the mom of the 16year-old linked earlier, provide an illustration of how the this
work is di erent. In that story, the student made important
growth in literacy with the support of intensive phonics, but
that success eventually stalled out, leaving the student feeling
totally helpless with spelling. A rst exposure to studying the
interrelation of morphology, etymology and phonology with his
mom who was new to this work had a profound e ect on the
student. For the rst time he felt that it could actually be
possible to understand spellings. As he announced, “It just
makes sense, and I can gure it out now that I know what to
look for.”
In an other recent post on Real Spellers, I shared this story of
a Grade 1 student who was struggling and frustrated with
typical instruction and still had not learned many of is letter
names. It was his introduction to the structure and meaning of
morphology that got his attention and the rst sense that he
could have success in literacy.
These students are getting explicit instruction not only what
the grapheme-phoneme correspondences are, but they are
also being given explicit instruction in how to make sense of
which grapheme is needed for a word when more than one is
plausible. They are being given a sense for the rst time that
they can understand spelling. In turn, that new experience of
understanding the written word provides new motivation to
study how the spelling, pronunciation and meanings of words
actually works together.

As more families have these kinds of experiences around the
world, more and more people will see that this is not just
another version of phonics or whole language, but something
di erent that makes sense of spelling in ways they could not
see before. This new generation of people making the leap
from learner to leader in SWI only increases this healthy
growth.
Consider what Rebecca Loveless is doing today. Her journey
began at her rst SWI workshop in 2013. It may be taking
longer, but it is starting to seem like the research world is
beginning to catch on too.
Finally, if you’ve read this far, I want to remind everyone about
my “Free Weekly SWI Digital Drop In” that happens every
Monday at 5 pm EST. See information here.
I just hosted my 100th session of these recently. There is no
sign up, just show up to listen and ask questions. I have no
doubt that many who started in these sessions will be leaders
in this work in the years to come.
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